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Cell state determination is the outcome of intrinsically stochastic biochemical reactions. Tran-
sitions between such states are studied as noise-driven escape problems in the chemical species
space. Escape can occur via multiple possible multidimensional paths, with probabilities depending
non-locally on the noise. Here we characterize the escape from an oscillatory biochemical state by
minimizing the Freidlin-Wentzell action, deriving from it the stochastic spiral exit path from the
limit cycle. We also use the minimized action to infer the escape time probability density function.
Introduction. Cells are intrinsically noisy. Such
stochasticity arises not only from the production and
degradation of cellular components, but also from their
mutual interaction or even the interaction with other
cells. Nevertheless, some cellular processes require a pre-
cise deterministic output, and noise-suppression mecha-
nisms are necessary within the cell [1–5]. On the other
hand, since fluctuations are an intrinsic component of cel-
lular dynamics, mechanisms are in place that cells exploit
to improve its function [6, 7]. For example, randomness
can enhance the ability of cells to adapt and increase
their fitness in random variable environments [8–10], or
to sustain phenotypic variation [3–5, 11, 12].
Mean-field descriptions of biochemical processes can be
analyzed using dynamical systems theory [13], where sta-
ble steady states, sustained oscillations or even transients
of the ODEs correspond to different possible ceullar
states [14, 15]. Relevant examples including sustained
oscillations are circadian rhythms [16–18], cAMP oscilla-
tions in Dictyostelium [19], cell-cycle regulation [20–22],
or patterns of bursting in neuronal activity [23–27].
When molecular populations are small, the mean-field
framework is inaccurate and a stochastic description is
required. This involves the formulation of the Master
Equation (ME) describing the underlying multivariate
biochemical birth-death process [28]. Unfortunately the
ME is rarely solvable analytically, requiring the use of
Monte Carlo methods (such as the Gillespie algorithm
[29]). These numerical methods are often computation-
ally costly and in usually infeasible [30, 31]. This is es-
pecially true in phenomena associated with rare fluctua-
tions, as in the noise-induced escape from a basin of at-
traction. In these escape problems, approximations such
as the Langevin equation [32, 33] or extreme event theory
become necessary [34, 35]. In spite of the importance of
oscillatory phenomena in biology, most studies have tack-
led escape problems from point attractors, and a general
theory of escape from stable limit cycles is lacking. In
order to fill this gap, we consider a simplified oscillatory
kinetic model and unveil the ability of the Minimum Ac-
tion Path (MAP) method from large deviation theory
[36, 37], which specifies the most probable path between
attractors and the mean escape time by minimization of
an action functional.
The model. In order to study the limit cycle-fixed
point transition we construct a tunable dynamical land-
scape and then derive the underlying kinetic reactions.
This approach allows for a thorough analysis of the es-
cape problem when changing key parameters, such as the
angular velocity along the stable limit cycle or the dis-
tance between the fixed point and the stable limit cycle.
We construct this prototypical two-dimensional dy-
namical system, for species X and Y, such that there is a
single stable fixed point at (xc, yc), and a stable limit cy-
cle of radius c centered at the fixed point (see Fig.1). In
order to determine the basins of attraction, we include an
elliptical repulser, E(x, y) ≡ 1− (x−xc−x0)2a2 − (y−yc)
2
b2 = 0,
separating the stable limit cycle from the fixed point.
The evolution of the system is given by:
r˙ = r(r2 − c2)E(x, y), θ˙ = ω, (1)
where r ≡ √(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 is the distance from
the fixed point, and θ is the corresponding angular coor-
dinate, tan θ ≡ (y − yc)/(x − xc), and ω is the angular
velocity. Trajectories are either attracted to the fixed
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2FIG. 1. Left) Dynamical landscape of the model. Stable
limit cycle and fixed point are shown in red. Dashed line
indicates the repulser E(x, y) = 0. Right) Underlying set of
microscopic biochemical reactions describing the dynamical
system.
point or to the limit cycle, with the exception of points
lying on an unstable limit cycle, which remain on that or-
bit. It is important to note that the unstable limit cycle
is not the same as the repulser.
Stochastic description. To formulate a stochastic sys-
tem whose mean-field behavior is given by Eqs. (1), we
must derive a compatible set of biochemical reactions.
Considering four reactions, each species being produced
and degraded, the reaction rates are obtained by split-
ting the rhs of Eq. (1) into positive and negative contri-
butions:
x˙ = ρ+x (x, y)− ρ−x (x, y), y˙ = ρ+y (x, y)− ρ−y (x, y), (2)
where:
ρ+x = r
2 (x+ xc(1− E)) + c2(xc + x(1− E)) + ωyc,
ρ−x = r
2 (xc + x(1− E)) + c2(x+ xc(1− E)) + ωy,
ρ+y = r
2 (y + yc(1− E)) + c2(yc + y(1− E)) + ωx,
ρ−y = r
2 (yc + y(1− E)) + c2(y + yc(1− E)) + ωxc.
(3)
Identifying ρ±x and ρ
±
y with the rates of the biochemical
reactions, the deterministic system Eq. (2) corresponds
to the macroscopic limit of the kinetic reaction set (see
Fig. 1). Here, the system size, Ω, relates the concen-
trations x and y with the numbers of molecules of each
species, X = xΩ and Y = yΩ. Reactions detailed in
Fig. 1 describe a multivariate birth-death process that
can be solved numerically using the Gillespie algorithm
[29]. As Ω grows, the intrinsic noise is reduced, recover-
ing the mean-field limit (1) when Ω→∞. For large (but
finite) Ω, the Master Equation can be approximated by
the Chemical Langevin Equation (CLE) [33],
x˙ = ρ+x − ρ−x + Ω−1/2
√
ρ+x + ρ
−
x ξx(t),
y˙ = ρ+y − ρ−y + Ω−1/2
√
ρ+y + ρ
−
y ξy(t),
(4)
where ξx(t) and ξy(t) are uncorrelated white Gaussian
noises, of zero mean, and autocorrelation 〈ξx(t)ξx(t′)〉 =
〈ξy(t)ξy(t′)〉 = δ(t − t′). Within this formulation Ω con-
tributes only to the stochastic terms of the CLE (4).
Therefore tuning the value of Ω allows us to investigate
the role of fluctuations in the transition between the sta-
ble limit cycle and the fixed point.
Minimum Action Path. The intrinsic noise described
in the previous section allows for transitions between
the limit cycle and the fixed point. Such transitions
can occur through many possible transient trajectories,
ϕ(x(t), y(t)). Nevertheless, not all the transitions are
equally probable. In particular, for reaction systems,
unlikely transitions decay exponentially with Ω, P ∼
e−ΩS (ϕ) [32, 34]. Where the decay rate S (ϕ) is the
so-called action of the transition. This means that for
large enough values of Ω, the stochastic transition will
concentrate along the path, ϕ∗, which minimizes the ac-
tion:
S ≡ S (ϕ∗) = min
ϕ
S (ϕ). (5)
For the n-dimensional stochastic differential equation
ϕ˙ = f(ϕ) + g(ϕ)Ω−
1
2 ξ(t), the action for any path ϕτ of
duration τ is given by the Freidlin-Wentzell functional
[36]:
S (ϕτ ) =
1
2
∫ τ
0
‖ϕ˙τ (t)− f(ϕτ (t))‖2g(ϕτ (t)) dt, (6)
where f(ϕτ ) is the deterministic field describing the
dynamical system, given for our system by the rhs
of Eq. (2). The multiplicative noise appears in the
norm ‖ • ‖2g(ϕτ ), corresponding with the inner product〈
•, (g(ϕτ )g(ϕτ )>))−1 •〉, where g(ϕτ )g>(ϕτ ) ≡ D is the
diffusion matrix. Here D takes the form:
D(x, y) =
(
ρ+x + ρ
−
x 0
0 ρ+y + ρ
−
y
)
. (7)
Interestingly, the action and, consequently, the most
probable path, are independent of Ω. Additionally, the
mean first passage time (MFPT) T from one attractor to
the other can be expressed as [34, 36]:
T ' CeΩS . (8)
In order to find numerically the path minimizing
S (ϕτ ), each path of duration τ was divided into a chain
3of N segments with initial and final points in the rele-
vant attractors. This reduces finding the optimal path
to a minimization problem with 2(N − 2) degrees of
freedom. This was solved using the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm [38, 39], using the analytical
expression for the gradient of the action in any of the
2(N − 2) dimensions [35].
Results. To assess whether MAP theory can charac-
terize the escape from a stable limit cycle, we have di-
vided the analysis into two sections. First, we compare
the MAP with paths obtained numerically from the Mas-
ter Equation and the CLE. In the second section, we com-
pare MAP predictions of the MFPT with those derived
from CLE numerical solutions.
The MAP predicts average stochastic escape trajec-
tories. The MAP defines the most probable transient
molecular concentrations during the escape from the sta-
ble limit cycle at low noise. Direct comparison of the
MAP with trajectories obtained from numerical integra-
tion of the CLE or Gillespie simulations shows good
agreement for Ω ≥ 150 (Fig. 2). This reveals that, as
Ω increases, the stochastic escape trajectories converge
to the MAP. Stochastic simulations for Ω < 100 reveal
that, when the number of molecular species is low, os-
cillations have poor quality, and escape trajectories do
not concentrate around a single path (data not shown).
In addition, our simulations show that the MAP reca-
pitulates changes in escape trajectory with the angular
velocity ω (Fig. 2).
A more detailed comparison between stochastic sim-
ulations and MAP theory reveals that the prediction of
the latter becomes less accurate close to the exit point
from the cycle. The discrepancy originates in a fraction
of trajectories following the limit cycle for a bit longer
before starting the transition (Fig. 2). This results in
the prediction of a smaller exit angle than the actual
average exit angle (Fig. 3). To gain deeper understand-
ing into the origin and magnitude of the discrepancy,
we computed the angular probability distribution along
the cycle, and the probability distribution of the escape
angle from a thin annulus around the limit cycle (Fig.
3). The latter has been proposed in [40] as a quantity
that characterizes escape from a stable limit cycle in the
low noise limit. Strikingly, our analysis shows that nei-
ther measure is as informative as the MAP regarding the
escape angle. These results suggest that, even for a sim-
ple dynamical system, knowledge of the whole dynamical
landscape is required to predict the exit angle from a sta-
ble limit cycle, since the purely local analysis around the
stable limit cycle does not produce accurate predictions.
In this respect, the MAP proves to be useful, since action
minimization takes place along the whole escape trajec-
tory.
Localized inaccuracies in the MAP prediction suggest
a highly heterogeneous contribution to the action along
the MAP. In order to study this, we have evaluated the
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FIG. 2. Comparison of escape trajectories from the limit cy-
cle to the stable fixed point. Results show 5 trajectories of
the CLE (green) compared with the MAP (blue) for different
values of ω and Ω. For Ω = 150, results are also compared
with 5 Gillespie trajectories (red). The unstable limit cycle
separating the basins of attraction (shaded area) is found by
temporal inversion of eq. (2). For the sake of clarity, only the
last turn of each trajectory prior to escape is shown. The rest
of the parameters are xc=100, yc=100, x0 = 5, a = 8, b = 5,
c = 15.
FIG. 3. Comparison of the escape angle distribution from
the limit cycle (green) with the escape angle predicted by the
MAP (cyan line) for ω = 75 and Ω = 150. The results are
also compared with the distribution of escape angles from an
annulus of radius 0.001 around the limit cycle (red), and the
angular distribution along the limit cycle, i.e. before escape,
(dark blue). Inset: Action density (Lagrangian) along MAP
normalized to the maximum density. Other parameters are
the same as those of Fig. 2.
4density of the action along the MAP, i.e. the Lagrangian
of the system. Results show that the density is highest
in the middle of the MAP (Fig. 3), becoming negligible
close to the stable and unstable limit cycles, where, in
addition, the MAP is tangent to both limit cycles. This
leads to the discrepancy observed in the exit angles. Note
that the portion of the MAP inside the basin of attrac-
tion of the stable node does not contribute to the action
functional since it corresponds with the deterministic tra-
jectory (ϕ˙ = f(ϕ(t))).
In usual escape problems, the path crosses from one
basin of attraction to the other at the saddle point of the
deterministic system. Here the boundary between basins
of attraction is the unstable limit cycle, so the crossing
point cannot be identified by a simple local stability anal-
ysis. This again shows the predictive power of the MAP
approach.
Minimum action theory predicts MFPT for escape from
the cycle. Besides the optimal path, we are also inter-
ested in testing the ability of MAP theory to predict the
MFPT to exit the basin of attraction. Eq. (8) shows
that this can be achieved to logarithmic precision, up
to a constant, C. When the basins of attraction are
separated by a saddle point, C can be determined by
a Jacobian computed at the saddle [41]. However, in the
current case, the separatrix is an unstable limit cycle and
C must be computed numerically by solving the CLE at
low Ω. It can then be used to predict MFPT for larger Ω,
where numerical integration of the CLE is computation-
ally costly. Our results show that the minimum action
theory allows us to capture the MFPT dependence on
model parameters (Fig. 4). In our model, we observe an
increase in the MFPT with ω. In fact, C also depends
non-monotonically on ω (see Fig. 4). Nevertheless, as
Ω grows, the contribution of the prefactor becomes less
important (lnT ≈ ΩS + lnC), and the minimum action
dominates the escape time estimate.
In addition to the MFPT, we are interested in find-
ing the probability distribution of escape times from the
stable limit cycle. Assuming that escape is a rare event
focused around a certain exit angle, the escape problem
can be described as a Bernoulli process with low suc-
cess probability p taking place every period of the cycle
τ = 2pi/ω, at times tn = 2pin/ω. The probability of
exiting at the n−th revolution follows the geometric dis-
tribution
P(tn) = p(1− p)
ωtn
2pi −1. (9)
Using rare event theory, we can write the success prob-
ability as p = e−SΩ/C. The distribution Eq. (9) becomes
P(tn) =
(
1− e−SΩ/C)ωtn2pi
CeSΩ − 1 . (10)
FIG. 4. Comparison of predictions of the MFPT. Top) Com-
parison of MFPTs calculated from CLE simulations (circles)
with the exponential dependence of the MFPT on Ω given by
S (lines). Each line is computed by minimizing the action S
for different ω and fitting the prefactor C. Bottom) Follow-
ing the same procedure, the value of the action S and C are
compared for different values of ω. Parameters values are the
same as those of Fig. 2, error bars are standard error of the
mean from the CLE.
Interestingly, since escape is rare, the probability p will
be very small and there will usually be many revolutions
before the exit from the limit cycle occurs. In the limit
p → 0, the discrete geometric distribution (10) can be
approximated by its continuum counterpart, the expo-
nential distribution, which does not depend explicitly on
the angular velocity,
P(t) = 1
C
e−SΩ+
t
C exp(−SΩ). (11)
Comparing the distributions Eqs. (10) and (11), with
the probability distribution of MFPT obtained over sev-
eral CLE realizations, we obtained a good agreement (see
Fig. 5). Surprisingly, even for realizations with a low av-
erage number of revolutions prior to escape, the resulting
probability distribution is more similar to an exponential
distribution than to a geometric one. This is true even
for escapes that occur during the first revolution, sug-
gesting that θ differs significantly from ωt. A more accu-
rate prediction would involve a convolution of geometric
processes with the angular noise [42, 43]. However, for
the parameters we used, the exponential distribution fits
well independently of the average number of revolutions.
Fitting the distribution (11) to the MPFTs from CLE
realizations therefore provides an alternative method to
compute the prefactor C.
5FIG. 5. Comparison of the Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) of the number of turns t/(2piω) for 10000 real-
izations with ω = 75 and 2000 realizations with ω = 500 of
CLE. For each distribution the Cramer-von Mises (CvM) cri-
terion is computed to compare the resulting distribution with
the geometric and exponential distribution determined by the
value of the action.
Conclusions and perspectives. We have shown that,
within the rare event theory framework, escape problems
from a stable limit cycle can be accurately characterized.
The success of the method, in comparison with alterna-
tives, relies on the fact that the Freidlin-Wentzell action
is not a local property of the dynamical landscape but
of the whole escape trajectory. For sufficiently large sys-
tem sizes, we have shown that MAP theory accurately
predicts escape trajectories and the escape time distri-
bution. The method has also revealed properties of the
escape trajectory, such as the tangent exit of the MAP
from the stable limit cycle and tangent entry into the
basin of attraction of the stable fixed point, as well as
the dependence of the entry and exit points on the pa-
rameters of the system.
MAP predictions, whilst better than previously used
methods, were less successful in determining the exit an-
gle from the stable limit cycle. A deeper analysis of the
exit angle could be carried out through a relaxation of the
Laplace condition, i.e. the reduction to an integral along
a single optimal path, by further exploring the distribu-
tion of suboptimal paths. Additionally, in the absence
of a unique point ( the saddle) separating the basins of
attraction, novel research into the calculation of the pref-
actor [41] should be extended.
Eventually, the details of the dynamical landscape will
be determined by concrete biological systems. For this
reason, future work plans include the application of ac-
tion minimization to stochastic excitable transitions in
type II neurons, where rare event theory will prove its
predictive power.
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